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Results of the monitoring of gender representation in media, carried out over the period of four months (1 April -31 

July 2016), showed almost no difference between primetime TV news programs and online media. The distribution 

of gender representation stands at 84% men vs 16% women on TV and at 85% men vs 15% women in online media. 

 

Majority of women covered in TV media are representatives of qualified parties (52%) and executive brunch (34%), 

followed by representatives of  Administration of President - 8%, CEC - 2%, new political parties - 2%, non-

parliamentary opposition -1%, non-partisan independent MPs and members of local councils -1%.  

 

The same trend is observed in online media, however number of women representing  executive brunch is higher. 

Representation of women in online media is following: qualified parties (45%); executive brunch (42%), 

Administration of President (7%); new political parties (2%); non-parliamentary opposition (3%), CEC (1%). 

 
Chart 7.1. Gender representation of political subjects and gender stereotyping in TV and online media (1 April – 31 July) 

 
 

Among TV channels, Media Union Obiektivi is in the lead by the amount of time spent on coverage of women 

politicians in news programs (19%). It is followed by Kavkasia (18%), Rustavi 2 (17%), Imedi (17%) and Tabula 

(17%). 

 
Chart 7.2. Gender representation of political subjects and gender stereotyping in broadcast media 

 

 
Among online media, the largest space to women politicians was allocated by the news agency PIA (19%) with 

InterPressNews, Netgazeti and Pirveli Radio following (14% each). The news agency Marshalpress allocated the 

smallest space to women politicians (12%). 

 
Chart 7.3. Gender representation of political subjects in online media 
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At the same time, the reporting period saw an upward trend in reporting on women politicians. While at the 

beginning of reporting period, in April, the representation of women politicians stood at 11% in broadcast media, in 

July this indicator comprised 18% with June reaching the peak (19%). In online media the indicator increased from 

the initial 14% to the highest 17% in May. 

 
Chart 7.4. Dynamics in coverage of women politicians by months (1 April – 31 July 2016) 

 

 
 

The analysis of pre-election coverage of political subjects by TV media from the gender perspective showed that 

although women politicians receive less coverage, the share of direct reporting on women politicians (77%) exceeds 

that of men politicians (65%).  

 
Chart 7.5. Direct/indirect reporting on women politicians in broadcast media 

  
 

At the same time, positive and negative tones in reports about women politicians (5% and 6%, respectively) are a bit 

lower than those in reports about men politicians (9% and 8%, respectively). Consequently, the neutral coverage is 

higher when it comes to women politicians (89%) than to men politicians (83%). 

 

 
Chart 7.6. The tone of reporting (content) about women and men politicians in TV media 

 

 
 

Similar trends are seen in online media too with the only difference that indirect reporting is, in general, higher in 

this media than in broadcast media. In particular, the direct coverage of women politicians stands at 58% compared 

to the corresponding indicator of men politicians, which comprises 50%. 
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Chart 7.7. Direct/indirect reporting on women politicians in online media 

 

  
 

 

In online media, the tone of 93% of reports about women politicians is neutral and exceeds the indicator of neutral 

tone of reports about men politicians (84%). On the other hand, a positive reporting is significantly lower in case of 

women politicians (4%) than in case of men politicians (10%). 

 
Chart 7.8. The tone of reporting (content) about women and men politicians in online media 

 
 

Topics covered in reports about women politicians. Thematic analysis of media coverage of women politicians 

showed that TV media mostly reports about women politicians is dominated by issues related to justice (20,8%) 

followed with three topics: events of political parties, nomination of candidates (11.4%) which can be explained by 

active presentation of women candidates by some political parties for the forthcoming parliamentary elections; and 

foreign policy issues (11.1%) and Parliamentary activity (10.1%). The percentage of defense topic is also rather high 

(8%) which can be attributed to the fact that during the reporting period the Minister and Deputy Minister of 

Defense were women. 

 
Chart 7.9. Topics covered in reports about women politicians in broadcast media 
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The category “Other” includes those spheres which received the smallest amount of coverage – less than 1%. The 

analysis showed that TV coverage of women politicians is infinitesimal in regards with crucial topics such as: health 

care – 0.2%; social issues – 0.9%; human rights and minorities – 1.4%; and education – 2.2%. 

 

The priorities in covering women politicians somewhat differs in online media with the pre-election activities of 

political parties being in the lead (21.5%) and followed by foreign relations (14.4%); justice (11,2%), the percentage 

of defense topic (9.9%) is also rather high like in TV media.  

 
Chart 7.10. Topics covered in reports about women politicians in online media 

 
Gender stereotypes/discrimination. Sources of all four gender stereotyping statements, seen in the reporting period, 

were representatives of the Georgian Dream coalition. The statements were made in the context of political 

confrontations. Seven media outlets reported a stereotyping comment of Kakha Kaladze, the head of Georgian 

Dream‟s election headquarters, which he made in response to the statement of the Chairman of Constitutional Court 

regarding the pressure exerted on judges. 

 

Kakha Kaladze, the head of Georgian Dream’s election headquarters:  “Here we deal with a sort of 

gossiping women usually do.” (Rustavi 2, Imedi, Tabula, IPN, Marshalpress, Pirveli radio, NetgazeTi; 25 

July). 

 

Tamaz Mechiauri from the Georgian Dream (who later left the coalition) made two statements containing gender 

stereotypes. He made these statements when confronting the member of the Republican Party and then Defense 

Minister Tina Khidasheli. Apart from being stereotyping, these statements were discriminatory on the ground of 

gender. 

 

Tamaz Mechiauri, the Georgian Dream: “A woman shall not be allowed to take a gun and make 

decisions” (Rustavi 2, Tabula, Georgian Public Broadacster; 11 May). 

 

Tamaz Mechiauri, the Georgian Dream: “She is a woman and I did not want to offend her, but since this 

woman holds the most masculine position, I deem myself obliged to respond to her, at least, concisely: „a 

woman‟s place is in the kitchen though some even prove useless there” (Marshalpress; 10 May). 

 

A Facebook comment of Merab Kachakhidze, a majority MP, which Marshalpress published without editorial 

comment, was homophobic and sexists at the same time: 

 

Merab Kachakhidze, the Georgian Dream/Conservative Party: “A friend, partner means a lover, fancy 

woman; a gay, queer means a pederast; a sex worker means a prostitute. Has the essence changed [by 

changing terms]?! Yes, it has. This category of people – starting from hairdresser to hooker – made it into 

the elite! The conclusion is that both the elite and the morality devalued!” (27 July, Marshalpress). 

 

 

 

 


